SCP Conference Call

Nov. 16, 2009 Minutes, 3-3:30 p.m.

PRESENT: Jim Dooley, UC Merced (Chair); Valerie Bross, UCLA; Sarah Gardner, UCD; Lai-Ying Hsiung, UCSC (Recorder); Elaine McCracken, UCSB; Nina Meechoonuk, UCSF; Lisa Rowlison de Ortiz, UCB; Sharon Scott, UCR; Adolfo Tarango, UCSD; Holly Tomren, UCI

Absent: Becky Culbertson, UCSD; John Riemer, UCLA

1. Announcements: submit last conference call minutes correction by Wed., Nov 18

2. Next Gen Melvyl Update (John) John will send in his list of issues.
   (Congratulations to John for being elected to the Chair of Program for Cooperative Cataloging Policy Committee!)

3. Next Gen Technical Services (Jim)

   The four NGTS teams have completed their reports on time and some Elluminate sessions will be scheduled in January for discussions on the reports and their recommendations.

   Bruce has sent out the email that more contents for NGTS and the campus visit results are already on the web site.

4. SCP Update (Adolfo):

   There are no questions regarding the recent SCP cataloging priorities report from the members present. SCP is doing various SCP Reclamation clean-up projects. Adolfo is sending out questions to campuses about 599 coding; he has sent clarification queries to JSC about the e-Scholarship records in the recent cataloging priorities report. BIBCO standard record implementation date will be December 1 and SCP will let campuses know if implementation poses any problems or issues. Elsevier Freedom collection, which contains a significant number of titles, will not be cataloged until various issues have been addressed.

5. SCP Reclamation Progress:

   UCI has finished the loading, but not the processing. UCR will be loading the files very soon.

6. Charleston Conference Highlights: There is a general dissatisfaction with journal price increases. Authors and publishers have not given permission to allow access to graphical contents in the Google project. This might mean the retention of more print than anticipated before. There is research work going on about metrics
down to the article level. Interesting to watch the Queen’s Public vs Sirsi Dynix case

7. **No Conference Call in December**: Jim will poll members about our January and February meeting dates.